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1. Answer the following question (any five)

a) What do you understand by sentiments?

b) What do you understand by emotions?

c) What is intelligence?

d) What is human growth?

e) What is personality?

f) What is stress?

g) What is conflict?

2x5=10

2. Answer the following question (any four) 5x4 =20

a) What is memory and how to improve it?

b) What is confl ict? What are the types of confli ct?

c) Write on adjustment and maladjustment.

d) What do you understand by heredity and environment?

e) What do you understand by developmental disability?

f) What do you understand by creativity?
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3. Answer the following question (any two) 10x2= 20

a) Write the psychosocial theory of Erik Erikson.

b) What do you understand by human growth and development? What are

the various stages of development?

c) What is Id, Ego and Super ego? Write five defense mechanisms

suggested by Freud with examples.

d) Write on developmental disability with reference to Autism and Mental

Retardation.
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Choose the correct answer by putting tick mark: 20xl=20

1. Who developed psycho social theory? Erik Erickson/ Sigmund FreudlKohlberg.

2. Humanistic theory was developed by - lung! Rogers/Jean Jtard.

3. Psycho analysis was developed by- Adler/Freud/Jane Adams.

4. Alport's theory talks about- Defense mechanisms/ Traits/Attitudes.

5. For human development environment and heredity-

only heredity is/only environment is/ both are important.

6. Erik Erickson was- German/ Indian! African.

7. There are two/ three/four types of conflict.

8. Autism is a developmental disability- TruelFalse

9. Mental Retardation is a developmental disability- TruelFalse

10. ld believes in - pleasure principles/ moral valueslPunishment.

11. Characteristic of a maladjusted person is - happy and jovial/shy and self consciouslDestructive.

12. Attitude represents our- evaluations/ emotions/Anger.
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13. Who developed Hierarchy of Needs? Carl Rogers/ Abraham Maslow/ Erik Erikson

14. Repression is one of the- habits/ defense mechanisms of human beings.

15. Kohlberg suggested two/three/four levels of moral development.

16. Traumatic events can lead to stress- True/False.

17. Emotionally balanced person is a well adjusted person- True !False.

18. Frustration can arise when there is a conflicting situation- True!False.

19. The first school for the deaf was started in America in the year 181711832/171811900.

20. The first residential school for the mentally retarded was stared in America in the year

1848/185011852/1950.
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